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E Mau Ana Ka Mo'olelo:  
Our Narratives Endure  
is an edict that commits us to the collective perpetuation of our cultures. Our rituals and our stories connect our presents to our pasts, solidifying a foundation for our futures. We invoke our ancestors to guide and challenge us as we work to educate and inspire the generations who will follow in our footsteps. We welcome you to be with us. We invite you to share with us. We call upon you to stand with us as Native Peoples of one world and of many. Mahalo nui loa.
Fakalotofale’ia: A sanctuary of wisdom in the supervision relationship.
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Fakalotofale'ia – is the process where the sensitivity of all things happening is respected and observed.

Inter-relational system that is used to engage, seek and receive information

Happens within the fale and its attendant values and expected ethical standards and etiquette are carried out.
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Fatongia (Obligations)

- Roles
- Responsibilities
- Rationales
- Morals
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Fakalotofale'ia:

Principles

- Faka'apa'apa (respect)
- Mamahi me'a (Loyalty)
- Tauhi vaha'a (maintaining relationship)
- Lototo (humility)
Fakaʻapaʻapa
- Acknowledging and reciprocating respect
Mamahī'i Me'ia

- One's loyalty and passion
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- Fakatokilalo: Humility
- Openness: to give and receive
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Stages

1) 'Oiaue (Awakening and Realisation)
2) 'Oiau (Interconnectedness)
3) 'Iau (Reflection)
Conclusion

We should not be defined by the smallest of our islands, but by the greatness of our oceans.

We are the sea, we are the ocean

Oceania is us

We must wake up to this ancient truth and together use it to overcome all hegemonic views that aim ultimately to confine us again, physically and psychologically.

It is time to create things for ourselves, to create established standards of excellence that match those of our ancestors.

Tevita Haufela (1994)
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